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Term of date, and it gradually spread throughout the country
apprentice- ^j ^ Statute of Apprentices (1563) made it the law of
the land1. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries seven
years still remained the authorized term for indentured ap-
prentices 2, but shorter or longer periods were common. In
1714 an apprentice bound himself to a weaver for four and
a quarter years, and still shorter terms were not unknown 3 ;
at the other end of the scale we hear of parish apprentices
who served sixteen years4. The period of seven years was
more general among wool-combers and cloth-finishers than
among weavers5, since the former were better organized
and could therefore maintain more successfully a rule which
protected them against the invasion of unskilled labour.
Attempts were also made to standardize the age at which
an apprentice should complete his time of servitude. The
Statute of Apprentices ordered that the term of an apprentice
should not expire until he attained the age of twenty-four
' at the least'6. The intention was apparently to ensure
that the apprentice should be " grown unto the full knowledge
of the art that he professed/' and " to avoid young marriages
and the increase of poor people " 7. This harmonized with
the anxiety of the masters to postpone the emancipation
of their servants as long as possible, but it clashed with the
interests of the journeymen who wished to avoid the com-
petition of cheap labour8. A very young apprentice—and
parish apprentices were sometimes taken at the age of seven9
—was only able to assist in the preparatory processes; and
the weavers of Norwich were expressly forbidden to receive
1 Supra, vol. 1. 314 ; and infra, vol. iii. 279.
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